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Why Scientific Journals (1)?Why Scientific Journals (1)?
Quick(?) dissemination of new results from current research with
“quality control”

International distribution
English vs. other languages

Where to publish
research journal
conference proceedings
magazine
review journal
monograph
web publication
technical report

What should go where (criteria)
scientific reputation (related to quality control)
type of work
expected readership
quickness of publication
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Why Scientific Journals (2)?Why Scientific Journals (2)?
Quality control

Review process
 journals have usually the most rigorous reviews

Rejection rate
 it may be quite difficult to get a paper published

Time from submission to publication
Value of journal publication varies with discipline
 in CS  some conferences that are very competetive (e.g. Supercomputing,

SigGraph) and therefore prestigeous
Are journal publications (per year) a measure of scientific productivity?
Publication type

as hard copy
electronically

Commercial Aspects
most publishers are commercial, that is they are profit oriented
exceptions: non profit  e.g. “university press” and “society” publications
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What is SIAM?What is SIAM?

http://www.siam.org
Applied mathematics, in partnership with computational science, is
essential in solving many real-world problems. Through our publications,
research, and community, the mission of SIAM is to build cooperation
between mathematics and the worlds of science and technology.
SIAM’s goals are to

Advance the application of mathematics and computational science
to engineering, industry, science, and society
Promote research that will lead to effective new mathematical and
computational methods and techniques for science, engineering,
industry, and society
Provide media for the exchange of information and ideas among
mathematicians, engineers, and scientists
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SIAM JournalsSIAM Journals
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SIAM JournalsSIAM Journals
SIAM is non-profit, but run by professional staff

profit from journals is used e.g. to sponsor other activities, e.g.
conferences
13 Journals
several book series
runs several conferences (from CS&E to Imaging Science)

Cost for SISC, annual subscription, hard copy
SIAM individual member: $ 108,-
Library: $ 795,-
electronic only: somewhat cheaper, access also to older articles
(1997-) included while subscription is valid, but access is lost
completely when subscription is terminated.
price for single article (electronic): $ 23,-
For comparison: Numerische Mathematik from Springer-Verlag (a
commerical publisher) is roughly comparable to SISC in quality and
volume. It costs typically $ 3000. Some commercial publishers charge
even higher prices. Check e.g. http://www.mathematik.uni-
bielefeld.de/~rehmann/BIB/AMS/Publisher.html

There has been a lot of discussion about this ...
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Measuring Quality: Impact FactorsMeasuring Quality: Impact Factors
(from wikipedia)(from wikipedia)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Impact_factor
The Impact factor, very often abbreviated IF, is a measure of the citations
to science and social science journals. It is frequently used as a proxy for
the importance of a journal to its field
The impact factor for a journal is calculated based on a three-year period,
and can be considered to be the average number of times published
papers are cited up to two years after publication. For example, the 2003
impact factor for a journal would be calculated as follows:
A = the number of times articles published in 2001-2 were cited in indexed
journals during 2003
B = the number of articles, reviews, proceedings or notes published in
2001-2
2003 impact factor = A/B

note that the 2003 impact factor was actually published in 2004, because it
could not be calculated until all of the 2003 publications had been received.)

The impact factor may be misused ...
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Publications as MetricPublications as Metric
There is a trend that the

number of publications
and their impact factor

are being used to measure scientific quality/productivity of individuals or research groups -
this can be a problem!

Publish or Perish!Publish or Perish!
The number of publications (per researcher) is at best comparable within the same
discipline

a difficult theoretical paper may represent years of work
a paper reporting experimental results may be written quickly
or the other way round ...

However, also the impact factors are only comparable within same discipline and
same type of journal

different disciplines have different publishing/citation styles
even in the same field, a “review” journal or magazine will be different from a “research”
journal
manipulations of the citation factor are possible
 How?
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SISC: Computational Results for
Scientific and Engineering Problems

Example: Volume 28, Issue 6, pp. 2001-2389

A Fully Mass and Volume Conserving Implementation of
a Characteristic Method for Transport Problems, Todd
Arbogast and Chieh-Sen Huang

Adaptive Finite Element Methods for Elliptic PDEs
Based on Conforming Centroidal Voronoi Delaunay
Triangulations, Lili Ju, Max Gunzburger, and Weidong
Zhao

An Embedded Boundary Method for the Wave Equation
with Discontinuous Coefficients, Heinz-Otto Kreiss and
N. Anders Petersson

Analysis of a Fourth-Order Scheme for a Three-
Dimensional Convection-Diffusion Model Problem,
Ashvin Gopaul and Muddun Bhuruth

An Augmented Lagrangian-Based Approach to the
Oseen Problem, Michele Benzi and Maxim A.
Olshanskii

An Adaptive WEM Algorithm for Solving Elliptic
Boundary Value Problems in Fairly General Domains,
S. Berrone and T. Kozubek

A Predictor-Corrector Algorithm for Reaction-Diffusion
Equations Associated with Neural Activity on
Branched Structures, M. J. Rempe and D. L. Chopp

Constructing Embedded Lattice Rules for Multivariate
Integration, Ronald Cools, Frances Y. Kuo, and Dirk
Nuyens

Modeling Water Transport across Elastic Boundaries
Using an Explicit Jump Method, Anita T. Layton

Analysis and Comparison of Geometric and Algebraic
Multigrid for Convection-Diffusion Equations, Chin-
Tien Wu and Howard C. Elman

Central WENO Schemes for Hamilton Jacobi
Equations on Triangular Meshes, Doron Levy, Suhas
Nayak, Chi-Wang Shu, and Yong-Tao Zhang

A Parallel Multistage ILU Factorization Based on a
Hierarchical Graph Decomposition, Pascal Henon and
Yousef Saad

.... and 4 more articles ...
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Editorial PolicyEditorial Policy
see http://www.siam.org/journals/sisc/policy.php

The purpose of the SIAM Journal on Scientific Computing is to foster the
advancement of computational techniques for the solution of large-scale
problems arising in scientific computation. Apart from quality, the principal
criterion for acceptance of a paper is its relevance to the development and
implementation of the computational methods needed to solve such problems.
Papers should be written so that they are accessible and of interest to a wide
variety of readers in scientific computation and should address new
computational algorithms and techniques. Papers describing novel
computational solutions to problems motivated by statistical considerations
and/or computational solutions to problems arising from experimental and
observational data are encouraged.

... text continues
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SISC Editorial boardSISC Editorial board
SISC has

an editor-in-chief (currently me)
an editorial board of approx. 45 associate editors, see
http://www.siam.org/journals/sisc/board.php
 associate editors are appointed by the editor-in-chief and SIAM

Vice President for Publications for 3 years (once renewable)
the editors should be the „best scientists“ in their field and whose
competence is respected by their colleagues
A journal may have (topical) special issues and then have „guest
editors“
 Currently SISC is preparing a special issue on „Computational

Science and Engineering“
other journals may operate on different models!
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The Referee Process (1)The Referee Process (1)
from the manuscript to the publicationfrom the manuscript to the publication

The author (or team of authors) prepares a manuscript
following journal style guides
most commonly using LaTeX and using the SISC style files
see “instructions for authors” http://www.siam.org/journals/sisc/authors.php
e.g. keeping in mind that papers are usually produced in black-and-white
and submits it electronically through the web site

The SIAM staff checks for formal consistency, assigns a manuscript number, and
passes the manuscript to the editor-in-chief
The editor-in-chief scans the manuscript and

either rejects it immediately (about 10-20%)
or assigns it to an associate editor (including himself)
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The Referee Process (2)The Referee Process (2)
from the manuscript to the publicationfrom the manuscript to the publication

The associate editor checks the paper and either
declines to handle the manuscript (returning it to the editor-in-chief), or
rejects the manuscript immediately, or
accepts the paper immediately (almost never)
or assigns 2-6 anonymous referees

The referees should be experts in the special field of the manuscript. They
must consent to provide a report in 2-4 months time. They read the
manuscript and write independent reports

to assess the quality of the paper
to give the author guidelines on how to improve the paper
additionally they may make a recommendation to the editor on how to proceed
with the paper
and return the report and recommendations it to the associate editor

The referee process up to here typically takes 4-6 months. It is the major
source of delays when reports are not returned in time
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The Referee Process (2a)The Referee Process (2a)
from the manuscript to the publicationfrom the manuscript to the publication

Referee guidelines: A specific recommendation for acceptance or rejection
should be  excluded from the report. The following checkpoints are
suggested for consideration:
Is the paper consistent with editorial objectives?
Is the work correct and original or of wide appeal?
Is its presentation clear and well organized?
Is the notation well conceived and consistent?
How does the paper relate to current literature?
Are the references complete, relevant, and accurate?
Does the title accurately characterize the paper?
Does the abstract properly summarize the paper without being too vague?
Does the introduction relate the paper to contemporary work and explain
the purpose of the paper?
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The Referee Process (3)The Referee Process (3)
from the manuscript to the publicationfrom the manuscript to the publication

The associate editor reads the reports and the recommendations and re-checks
the paper
Based on this he/she decides

to accept the paper unchanged (almost never), or
to accept subject to minor revisions (seldom), or
to return the paper for major revisions (often), or
to reject the paper (often), or
decides that further reports/and or evaluation is necessary

and writes a letter to the author with his/her decision.
In case of revisions, the author(s) will then have to rewrite the paper and return the
revised paper to the associate editor - usually with a separate letter explaining the
modifications they have done to the paper

in case of major revisions, the revised manuscript will be subjected to the same
procedure again - usually with same referees
in case of minor revisions the associate editor may decide to accept the paper
directly if he/she is satisfied with the revision.
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The Referee Process (4)The Referee Process (4)
from the manuscript to the publicationfrom the manuscript to the publication

Papers often cycle several times through the review/revision process
it is not uncommon that a paper remains under review for much longer than a
year - and still be eventually rejected

The anonymous “peer referee” process is the core to scientific integrity and quality.
Referees are expected to - and often do - spend many days, if not weeks, reading a
paper.

It is absolutely essential that the authors will not know who the referees were
Referee instructions for SISC: http://www.siam.org/journals/sisc/referees.php
There are evaluation forms, but effectively each paper is treated individually

Once a paper is accepted it is sent to production:
a production editor reads the manuscript word by word, making editorial
corrections (spelling, wording, punctuation, checking that references are
bibliographically correct, etc.)
the author receives the galley proofs for a final check
the paper is published electronically in the online version
about 12 months later the paper appears in the hardcopy version.
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The Referee Process (summary)The Referee Process (summary)
Referees always stay anonymous

authors will inevitably try to guess who the (nasty) referees were (and
sometimes  will try to get “revenge”)
Therefore we must
 avoid hidden information e.g. of the form (“This version of pdf-writer

was licensed by ...”) and
 referees should avoid indirect pointers to themselves: (“The authors

should cite the core results in the earlier articles .....”)
In case of a rejection, a SISC associate editor may choose to stay
anonymous, but usually the associate editor will explain his/her decision to
the author in person.
SISC is administrated via a web-based system/data base with different
access rights (administrative staff, editor-in-chief, associate editor, referee,
author)
There are quite different editorial models:

team of editors in chief (rather than a single individual)
associate editors always stay anonymous (and are usually also the referees)
papers are submitted through individual editors (rather than centrally)
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Current SISC StatisticsCurrent SISC Statistics
Annually

300+x new submissions
6 issues of ~400 pages each printed
median ~120 days to reach an initial
decision

600+x submissions from 57+x countries
since Jan 2005

USA (30%), China, Germany, UK,
France, Netherlands, Canada,
Spain, India, ...
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Tips for Authors (1)Tips for Authors (1)
Be prepared that publishing a paper

can take a long time
and can be (very) frustrating

Avoid easy mistakes - formalities
read the editorial policy and take it serious
read the author guidelines and take them serious
have someone proofread your paper (ideally a native English speaker)
run a spell checker (!)
make sure your abstract is „perfect“
make sure that in particular your introduction and the conclusions are in
excellent shape
make sure your bibliography is formally 100% correct (page numbers,
publishers, etc.)
Make sure that (also in the bibliography and in your cover letter) that you spell
people‘s names correctly

Be aware that editors and referees are working on a honorary basis (also for
commercial publishers)

they will not be happy to write your paper for you!
avoid wasting their (and your) time.
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Tips for Authors (2)Tips for Authors (2)
Check out the journal

take the time to browse through a number of samples of the journal
 who publishes there
 what is the style
 what are the contents
 who are the editors

how is your paper related others in the journal (citations)?
is there any editor who is an expert in the topic of your article?
how long does it take for typical articles from submission to printing?

Write a short (<1/2 page!) but informative cover letter
why the paper is being submitted to exactly that journal
suggest about three editors who will be competent to handle your paper
suggest about three referees, ideally from the authors who have already
published in the journal
if necessary, give exact guidelines who should be excluded as referee/editor
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 SIAM J. Scientific Computing Special Issue on SIAM J. Scientific Computing Special Issue on
Computational  Science & Engineering (1)Computational  Science & Engineering (1)

http://www10.informatik.uni-erlangen.de/~ruede/SISC-CSE.html
Guest Editors-in-Chief:

Chris Johnson,  David Keyes,  Ulrich Ruede
Call for papers: Computational Science and Engineering (CS&E) is a rapidly growing

multidisciplinary field that employs advanced computation to understand and solve
complex problems. Recognizing the growing importance of and interest in CS&E, SISC
will devote a special issue to innovative research papers in CS&E. Many CS&E problems
can be characterized by a "pipeline" that includes Modeling techniques (mathematical and
geometric), Simulation techniques (discretizations, algorithms, data structures, software
frameworks, and problem solving environments), and Analysis techniques (data mining,
data management, visualization, and error, sensitivity, stability, and uncertainty
analyses).The guest editors are seeking papers that tackle problems from the real world,
describe several aspects of the CS&E pipeline involved in solving the problem, and make
a research contribution in one or more of the techniques of CS&E. Papers should
illustrate new and useful techniques and tools for solving realistic problems, which often
have complicated three-dimensional geometries, multiple scales, heterogeneities,
anisotropies, and multi-physical or biological descriptions. Though such problem domains
often thwart proofs of accuracy or efficiency, papers should address validation and
verification through reduction to analyzable cases and convergence studies, as
applicable, and comparisons with alternative approaches.
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 SIAM J. Scientific Computing Special Issue on SIAM J. Scientific Computing Special Issue on
Computational  Science & Engineering (2)Computational  Science & Engineering (2)

Deadlines: The deadline for submission of papers is April 30, 2007, following the SIAM
Conference on Computational Science and Engineering, held on February 19-23, 2007
and whose participants are also invited to submit their work.

Review Process: Papers will be subject to review according to SISC standards by a guest
Editorial Board. Manuscripts submitted after the April 30 deadline may not be considered
for the Special Issue at the discretion of the Guest Editors-in-Charge.

Guest Editorial Board:  Gyan Bhanot  IBM Watson Research Center, Yorktown Hights; Rupak
Biswas  NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA;  Edmond Chow  D. E. Shaw Research, LLC,
Phil Colella  Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Yuefan Deng  Stony Brook University, Stony
Brook, NY  Brookhaven National Lab; Lori Freitag Diachin,  Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory;
Omar Ghattas  The University of Texas at Austin, Laurence Halpern  Univ. Paris XIII; Robert Harrison
Oak Ridge National Laboratory; Bruce Hendrickson  Sandia National Laboratories; Kirk Jordan  IBM,
Cambridge MA; Tammy Kolda  Sandia National Laboratories; Louis Komzsik  UGS Corp.,  Cypress,
CA, USA; Ulrich Langer  Johann Radon Institute for Computational and Applied Mathematics (RICAM)
Linz; Hans Petter Langtangen  Simula Research Laboratory, Oslo; Steven Lee  Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory; Kengo Nakajima  University of Tokyo; Aiichiro Nakano  University of Southern
California, Los Angeles; Esmong G. Ng  Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory; David P. Young
Boeing; Stefan Turek  University of Dortmund, Germany; Andy Wathen  Oxford University; Margaret
Wright , New York University.
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ConclusionsConclusions

Types of scientific publications
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editorial model
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Author guidlines


